
Full chat transcript below. All timestamps in UTC timezone. 

01:35 Maggie T: Hey there! What's up? Maggie here, you're in good hands now! 

01:35 Richard Zhao: Hello Maggie 

01:35 Maggie T: Hi Richard! Good day to you! How are you doing today? :) 

01:35 Richard Zhao: To be honest, not that great. 

01:36 Richard Zhao: I am contacting you in regards to a previous chat support I had 
with Shopify support for ticket ID 1188656 

01:37 Richard Zhao: It's been over a week since I've contacted Shopify support, yet I 
have not received the assistance I requested from Shopify support to assist me with the 
addressed issues that prevent me from opening my storefront. There has been no 
communication since then from Shopify support...  

01:37 Maggie T: I am so sorry to know that but no worries, I'll try my very best to make 
you happy today by helping you out with your concern. :) 

01:38 Richard Zhao: Sorry I forgot to add a number to the ticket id. The correct ID is 
11888656 

01:40 Maggie T: Alright! Let me go ahead real quick to check that ticket. One moment, 
please, Richard. :) 

01:44 Maggie T: Richard, just wanna confirm, your concern is about the printful app not 
showing up on your end, right? :) 

01:44 Richard Zhao: I have already resolved this issue during the wait period. 

01:44 Richard Zhao: My primary concern is now regarding the theme customization. 

01:45 Richard Zhao: It is actually the most pressing matter at hand right now as I cannot 
open up my store until the necessary adjustments are made.. 

01:46 Richard Zhao: The main issues I previously discussed was modifying the footer, 
adding newsletter subscription to the footer, and a teams (team profile page).  

01:46 Richard Zhao: Since the prior chat support, I have discovered another issue. This 
time regarding the products page. In the products page, the entire body content is 
raised compared to the rest of the pages on my site. I have tried looking for the 
padding/margins to adjust, but could not resolve it. I have attached the image so you 
can see. This is applicable to both the web and mobile display formats.  



01:47 Richard Zhao: ![Screen Shot 2019-02-10 at 
19.39.56.png](https://s3.amazonaws.com/tasker-
chat/uploads%2F552ca4be1b6c9d35b736877fec33e7c9%2F1549849625863-
tkb179103x-2e52fbdc056ba3df9b1d2eb19e9bccbc-Screen+Shot+2019-02-
10+at+19.39.56.png) 

01:48 Maggie T: Alright, Richard, let's sort this out one by one, ok? :) 

01:48 Richard Zhao: Sure. 

01:48 Richard Zhao: Where would you like to start? 

01:50 Maggie T: Cool! Let's start with your footer issue, I wanna know exactly what 
you're trying to achieve on that section of your website, please?  

01:50 Richard Zhao: Okay 

01:50 Richard Zhao: ![Screen Shot 2019-02-10 at 
19.50.16.png](https://s3.amazonaws.com/tasker-
chat/uploads%2F552ca4be1b6c9d35b736877fec33e7c9%2F1549849852907-
37onlikqvj2-2e52fbdc056ba3df9b1d2eb19e9bccbc-Screen+Shot+2019-02-
10+at+19.50.16.png) 

01:51 Richard Zhao: This is the current footer that I am using with the Brooklyn theme 

01:52 Richard Zhao: What I wanted to do with the footer is remove the social media text 
and realign the lists 

01:52 Richard Zhao: and re-align the copyright text 

01:52 Richard Zhao: I also discussed adding a subscribe to newsletter option to the 
footer as well 

01:53 Maggie T: Okay. removing the social media text but not the icons, right? 

01:53 Richard Zhao: Yes 

01:55 Maggie T: ![Optional alternative text if image doesn't 
load](https://screenshot.click/11-54-c5f4d-w5gik_.jpg) 

01:57 Maggie T: Is that where you want to position your icons, if I may ask? 

01:58 Richard Zhao: I am looking to position it where the contact us text is currently at. 

02:00 Maggie T: Oh ok! horizontal position, right? 



02:00 Richard Zhao: Yes 

02:01 Maggie T: Cool! How about **Contact Us, Partners, FAQ, Terms and Conditions 
and Privacy Policy**? 

02:04 Richard Zhao: ![FOOTER.png](https://s3.amazonaws.com/tasker-
chat/uploads%2F552ca4be1b6c9d35b736877fec33e7c9%2F1549850688082-
ppjh0savpqn-2e52fbdc056ba3df9b1d2eb19e9bccbc-FOOTER.png) 

02:04 Richard Zhao: Essentially, something like this 

02:05 Richard Zhao: It looks very rough but I had just photoshopped that real quick. 

02:06 Maggie T: Awesome! Thank you so much for that example! That will be a big 
help, Richard! :) 

02:07 Maggie T: I will definitely send that up to our Theme Support right away today! :) 

02:07 Richard Zhao: ![FOOTER.png](https://s3.amazonaws.com/tasker-
chat/uploads%2F552ca4be1b6c9d35b736877fec33e7c9%2F1549850870044-
c2zihj6u18j-2e52fbdc056ba3df9b1d2eb19e9bccbc-FOOTER.png) 

02:07 Maggie T: Let's now go on your product page. :) 

02:08 Richard Zhao: For the products page, this is the issue I am facing 

02:10 Richard Zhao: If you look at the normal spacing for the pages 

02:10 Richard Zhao: ![Screen Shot 2019-02-10 at 
20.08.41.png](https://s3.amazonaws.com/tasker-
chat/uploads%2F552ca4be1b6c9d35b736877fec33e7c9%2F1549851035192-
px99i7u5gb-2e52fbdc056ba3df9b1d2eb19e9bccbc-Screen+Shot+2019-02-
10+at+20.08.41.png) 

02:10 Richard Zhao: Then look at the products page. 

02:10 Richard Zhao: ![Screen Shot 2019-02-10 at 
19.39.56.png](https://s3.amazonaws.com/tasker-
chat/uploads%2F552ca4be1b6c9d35b736877fec33e7c9%2F1549851053100-
jv6ec9x35m-2e52fbdc056ba3df9b1d2eb19e9bccbc-Screen+Shot+2019-02-
10+at+19.39.56.png) 

02:11 Richard Zhao: It looks like the body is cut off as the entire products content has 
no padding at all compared to every other page on my website 



02:12 Richard Zhao: ![Screen Shot 2019-02-10 at 
20.12.23.png](https://s3.amazonaws.com/tasker-
chat/uploads%2F552ca4be1b6c9d35b736877fec33e7c9%2F1549851145800-
4a3fx10i4os-2e52fbdc056ba3df9b1d2eb19e9bccbc-Screen+Shot+2019-02-
10+at+20.12.23.png) 

02:12 Richard Zhao: Same with the mobile responsive look. 

02:13 Maggie T: Alright! Got that! :) 

02:13 Maggie T: Anything else, Richard? :) 

02:14 Richard Zhao: Yes 

02:14 Richard Zhao: In my last chat support we spoke about a team profile page 

02:14 Richard Zhao: As there doesn't seem to be any guidance in that area for this 
theme 

02:14 Maggie T: If you could elaborate it, please? :) 

02:15 Richard Zhao: This is my current page 

02:15 Richard Zhao: ![Screen Shot 2019-02-10 at 
20.13.32.png](https://s3.amazonaws.com/tasker-
chat/uploads%2F552ca4be1b6c9d35b736877fec33e7c9%2F1549851324155-
0ox78je39uz-2e52fbdc056ba3df9b1d2eb19e9bccbc-Screen+Shot+2019-02-
10+at+20.13.32.png) 

02:15 Richard Zhao: for the navigation link to TEAMS as you see on the top right 
navigation menu 

02:18 Maggie T: If I may ask, what do you mean by "doesn't seem to be any guidance 
in that area for this theme"? 

02:18 Richard Zhao: I have looked through the community forums where others have 
requested this option 

02:18 Richard Zhao: https://community.shopify.com/c/Shopify-Design/Team-profiles-
Page/m-p/198453 

02:19 Richard Zhao: https://community.shopify.com/c/Shopify-Design/Create-Team-
Member-Page/m-p/408219 

02:21 Richard Zhao: Based on the lack of engagement, I was unable to recreate it with 
liquid as I am not quite familiar with liquid code/development. I have scoured the liquid 



development tutorials, but my lack of expertise does not provide insight in make it easier 
to accomplish 

02:22 Maggie T: Let me check it first with our Theme Support to double check if we do 
have that feature in Shopify. Please give me a few minutes here, Richard. :) 

02:26 Richard Zhao: Alright. 

02:26 Richard Zhao: Ultimately, this is what I want to achieve with the "Teams" page 

02:26 Richard Zhao: ![TeamsPage.png](https://s3.amazonaws.com/tasker-
chat/uploads%2F552ca4be1b6c9d35b736877fec33e7c9%2F1549851998553-
tenl5guswag-2e52fbdc056ba3df9b1d2eb19e9bccbc-TeamsPage.png) 

02:27 Maggie T: Thanks for that! :) 

02:28 Richard Zhao: No problem. I want to make it easier for you guys and ensure we're 
on the same page as well. 

02:30 Maggie T: Richard, as per our Theme Support, that's actually possible with your 
Brooklyn Theme but not something that the merchant can do with design time. You can 
hire an Expert to design a custom page template to display your team members.  

02:30 Maggie T: Here's an app that does that as well - https://apps.shopify.com/our-
team-by-omega 

02:31 Richard Zhao: I would like for the communication to be easier as I don't want to 
continually disrupt Shopify support, but also would like to get the results as soon as I 
can as I it's been over three weeks and I have still not have my store available for 
public. 

02:32 Richard Zhao: I have already looked at the apps that are in the store. If it aligned 
with the theme, then I would have already used it. 

02:33 Maggie T: If no apps that will suits your needs,we recommend you getting an 
Expert already.  

02:34 Richard Zhao: If it wasn't possible, then why misguide me in the initial support 
chat? I have been waiting for assistance from shopify support regarding these matters. 
If you had told me, that it's not possible, then I wouldn't have wasted over a week 
anxiously awaiting for results. 

02:34 Maggie T: There are two in particular that I would recommend which is [Hey 
Carson](https://heycarson.com/) and [TaskHusky](https://www.taskhusky.com/) as they 
are very affordable and perfect for small customizations. If it's something small-medium 



sized, I recommend [Storetasker](https://storetasker.com/). Just explain what you're 
looking for and they'd be able to discuss options! 

02:34 Richard Zhao: Im paying for shopify monthly and I am told this now? That's the 
opportunity cost of lost sales. 

02:35 Maggie T: I do apologize for that inconvenience, Richard but no worries, with me, 
I will definitely raise right away all your concerns about your footer section and product 
page. :) 

02:36 Richard Zhao: What is the time frame I can expect on that? I have already had a 
previous discussion regarding those matters and nothing was done until I reach out to 
support once again. How do I know that what we have discussed will be honored? 

02:37 Maggie T: Rest assured that YOU GOT ME on this and I promise to you with all 
my heart that I will be working hand in hand with our Theme Support to sort out your 
concerns ASAP so that you can finally launch your store the soonest time possible! :) 

02:38 Richard Zhao: I understand Maggie. However, I need confirmation. I already have 
the photo ops scheduled and I am just awaiting for the last revisions for the website to 
launch. Do you have an estimated time frame?? 

02:38 Maggie T: I will definitely send this up to our Theme Support right away after this 
chat and please expect an email directly from them within the next 24-48 hours once 
they're done with your requests. :) 

02:39 Richard Zhao: Thank you. 

02:39 Richard Zhao: I don't want to be an annoyance and continually pester support in 
the future and re address this matter more than twice, but I will have to or consider 
swapping if I can't even get started here 

02:40 Maggie T: I promise also that I will put this now under **URGENT PRIORITY** so 
that our Theme Support will look into this right away! :) 

02:40 Richard Zhao: I appreciate it. 

02:41 Richard Zhao: Then I leave it in your hands. I will work on getting another expert 
to handle the teams page.  

02:42 Maggie T: Yes, please, Richard, I will now take care of this. Also I'll be sending 
you a follow-up email after this chat and from now on, you can use that as our point of 
contact if you need to follow-up on this concern or if you need any help in the future! I 
will definitely respond to your email right away to help you further. :) 



02:43 Richard Zhao: That is reassuring. The only follow up email I received from the 
previous support discussion was the survey... There was no follow up at all 

02:45 Maggie T: I will definitely send you an email not just about the survey! Just please 
give me 20mins to compose it. :) 

02:46 Richard Zhao: No problem. As long as I am not forgotten.  
Please don't let me down :( I'm pretty biased as I am not even sure what happened 
since the first support discussion. The support was kind, but afterwards it seems that no 
one cared afterwards. It's as if small businesses are discouraged from starting with 
shopify. 

02:48 Maggie T: Please don't think that way, Richard! You certainly have my word that 
you have my assistance and our Theme Support up until all your concerns have been 
sorted out! :) 

02:49 Maggie T: Again, I wanna apologize for the inconvenience.  

02:50 Maggie T: Is there anything else that I can still help or assist you with, Richard? :) 

02:51 Richard Zhao: That will be all. Those are my only priorities at this given time. 
Thanks Maggie. I hope it gets resolved 

02:52 Maggie T: This will definitely get resolved! :) 

02:53 Maggie T: You're most welcome, Richard! My pleasure helping you out! :) 

02:53 Maggie T: Thank you so much for being the best part of Shopify and for reaching 
out to us today. Again, you will be receiving an email at admin@airraidmaterial.com at 
the end of our chat today and you can use that to get to me directly with anything else 
you may need support with. This has been Maggie, you have a wonderful week ahead 
of you, Richard! :) 

02:57 Richard Zhao: Thank you. 

02:57 Richard Zhao: You as wel 

02:57 Richard Zhao: well* 

02:57 Maggie T: Thank you so much, Richard! Bye for now! :) 

 


